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and
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&BSTRAC1’

The microscopic basis of the Interacting Boson Model for

deformed nuclei is discussed. The IBM Hamiltoniun is

constructed microscopically in the fol~owing two steps. in

tht!first.sLep, the collective nucleon pairs of J=O+ (S), 2+

(D), etc. are mappwl onto the corresponding bosons. NucleoI!-

nuclcon iutcractions arc iJlsomapped onto boscn-boson inLcr

acLions. This mtippillgmethod for ue~~raied nuclei was

proposed rcccntly, and it turned out. t.llat ;his me;hod is

consjst.cn: with the Iitirtr:t~-Fock-Bogoliubov + an8ular

momczILunIprojcu~-ion calculation. Low-lying collect.ivc sLdLcs

primarily consisL of S ald l)pdirs. Consequently, the

corresponding bosou st.iitrsilmililycousist 01 s and d bosoIIs,

wllilc Lhcrc urc som(’ admixluxc o~ K-bosous. 111tht!St’colld

stt:~~,ciiects of Lhes{*g-bosons arc included wit.hilit,hcx-d

IJOSO1l~pace by a uuitary ~xansiormatiull which trantiforms u

con;biualion 01”d ald g bosons into a ncw d-.btjsuu. By

IIIIIllO]lZ~ll~ thC ~Ou~)llll~ bL’t~:’Cll “lM’W” d Ulld g bOSOllS Wl~h dII

up~}roprja~r mixing anglr, one culluc-glrct the ~.oupling ai,(i

obLtiin Lli,’ jl]~l hmil~d)l!j~!! w~t~! s a!~d d bo::o:::. ]: ~fi

denw:lstratrd Lhdl thr b-d llan!ilLolliullLhux drl”ived i~drrd

l“~Jll”Odu(’~t” ~1)~(.~ rJI Of” tht. oiiginal x-d-g lIamilLuuiau.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I am going to talk

Boson Hodei (IB?l)l)for

about a microscopic study of the Interacting

deformed nuclei. This work has been carried

out in collaboration partly with Joe Ginocchio, and also partly with

Naotaka Yoshinaga.

I shall begin with a brief review of the IBM from the microscopic

point of view. There are two major microscopic assumptions for the

IBM. Assumption I is the f(illowing
2-11)

nucleon pairs of J=O+ (S) and J=2+ (D).

nucleon pairs. Since there are neutrons

S and D pairs , and proton S and D pairs.

: There are two collective

The S and D pairs are coherent.

and protons, there are neuLron

It is assumed that these

pairs play dominant roles in low-lying collective states. This may be

regarded as a generalization of the BCS theory so that one can treat

the quadruple deformation in t.ero]sof coherent pairs.

Assumption 11 is that the S and D fermion pairs

m~ted by the s and d bosons. The Hamiltonian of the

is assumed t.oconsist of the single boson energy and

interaction. lhi~ assumption reduces the tremendous

can be approxi-

s and d bosons

the boson-boson

complexity of

-2-



momentum J (see Ref. 6). The operators A
t’(J) t?

are denoted by S , D and

Gt for J=O, 2 and 4, respectively;

AT= x,
?

(1)Sf+x2D;+x4Go+ ... .

6-9) that the S-D probability, x; ~It has been shown + X2, is more than

85% in deformed nuclei with the deformation parameter 6 - 0.30 and the

pairing gap A - 1.0 MeV. For an N-pair system (2N = the number of

valence nucleons), however, one has to consider the N-th power cf A*;

(AjN= (xost + x2D~)N +N x4Gj(xoSt + XDt)N-l +
20

. . . . (2)

The pure S-D component in eq. (2) becomes less and less dominant for

larger N and fixed XJ’S. This could be a serious problem for large N.

It-is then ~f great interest. to see whether this fact is relevant to

physical observable or not. As an example, I would like to consider

the intrinsic quadrupolc moment Q. (of the ground band), which is
1%

written us Qi,l= <ANIQOIAN> with [A > being the normalized inLrinsic

state, and Q. hriu~ the IF(I component of the onr-body quadrupolr

operator Qul.

1 begi]~with con~idering a schem~tiu exwupie in tirder to makr

discussions as transpurenL as possible. TIiix examl]le is the purely

aligned limiL whcrr the normal phase appears atithe solution oi the lMX

culculat.iun. 111 Lhix limit, AT is given by unjfurm v-iauLors l.lclowLllc

Fermi lCVC1 aud vauishiug v-factors above it.
6

liiortier to cdlculiILc

Qi,,* we firtitcvulu~te tinuuwrmdliwd mutrix clement, <OIANQo(AT)tJ!O:”,

TNwhich itith(’ovcrlul] between Liic ct.a~c, (A ) [0?, nnd the state,

-3-
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N ~ * N-llo>=o, and then,
obtain <OIA Z (A )

<O IAN()(At)Nlo> = N<A/() [A> <O~AN(At)N~(j> . (4)

o

In other words, If

commutator [Q,AY],

cancellation among

o

appears in eq. (3) atia consequence of the

while it has no effect on Qin due to the complete

tvarious terms in Z . Since the quantity in eq. (4)

has to be normalized by the norm <OjAN(A~)NjO>, one finally obtains a

simple relation,

Q. = <AN@{> = N<AIQOIA> .
In (5)



orthogonality <OIAZtlO>=O, the state X~(A$)N-llO> is noL orthogonal to
~A~lNlo>

In fact, by examining the single-particle amplitudes of Zt,

it can b: seen that Zt(At)N-l IO> is comprised primarily of (A~)NIO>

usually. I then introduce a quantity representing this

non-orthogonality,

E=-
<OIANJ(AT)N-l ,o>,<olAN(At)N,o>

. (6)

This parameter e has a positive value 0.3 - 0.4 for usual deformed

nuclei, and is quite insensitive to & and A. This negative

non-orthagonality therefore yields a blocking effect on the.Q operator,

reducing <OIANQO(AT)NIO> from the r.h.s. oneq. (4) by a factor (l-&).

Since Qin is an average of quadruple ❑aLrix eleueuts of low-lyink

ground-band members, E represents the mean non-orthogonality blocking

effect in this region. Althougl. there should be other blocking effects

which are contained in thu norm <O]AN(A~)NjO>, this norm does not

appear in the normiilized matrix element.

Similar to eq. (5), Qi,l=<AN[OolAN>=N(l-E)<Aloo 1A> is obtuined.

This expression is rugardcd as a genertilizaticm of eq. (5) and is also

reicrcd to as tliu“ix~dc*lJ{’lldcllL-pilir”property, since c is very inscnsi-

~ t ‘-110> itiprinlurily ~(A~)NIO>.tivc’to b and A and 1 (A ) [Jslnq t!q.

(1), Qll, is exl)a)idedas,

Qi,, = N(l-E):2XOX2<S IQ01110>+ X;WOIOOIL)O> + ... ] , (-/)



. .

respectively, 52%, 18%, 25%, acd 4%. The S-D pairs account for 70% of

Qin, while the total probability of the pure S-D components in IAN> is

much less (see eq. (2)). One thus finds contribution from the S-D

pairs dominant in the N-pair matrix element. The same conclusion is

obtained for other deformed nuclei.

3. FERMION-BOSON MAPPING FOR DEFORMED NUCLEI

The “independent-pair” property which means essentially that the

complicated fermion N-pair norm can be eliminated in the normalized

N-pair matrix element, leads us to a new fermion-boson mapping method

as described in the iollowing. The nucleon A pair is mapped onto a

boson,

At
? T-i + A = XOJ -t t= Xos

+ ‘2D0 + ‘4G0 + q) + ‘4go “

Consequently, the nucleon intrinsjc state is mapped as,

IAN>-+ IAN).

The l)oson iuugc of Lhe nucleon qutidrupolc operator is given as,

(8)

(g)

(10)

-tI-



‘-1 lQo ID2AN-1>~~d <D2AN-1IQ21AN> arestate. Matrix elcmen.s <D2A

compared in table 1 with the corresponding boson predictions

(d2AN-11Q~ld2AN-1)and (d2AN-1 B NIQ21A). Note that the diagonal matrix

element above is related to the y-band intrinsic quadruple moment

which is the same order of magnitude as Qin. The off-diagonal one is

related to the ground-gmama E2 i .ansition which is one order of mag-

nitude less than Qin. Table 1 clearly demonstrates that these fermion

matrix elements are reproduced very well by the one-body boson operator

QB.
The agreement exhibited in table 1 su8gests that the non-ortho-

gonality blocking effect for ID2AN-1> over deformed single-particle

orbits is not very different from that for IAN>. In fact, only one

pair is different between the two states; it is either the 112 component

of the D-pair or the A pair in which DO is one of the major components.

I emphasize that the agreement in table 1 is not exceptional and a

similar agreement can ‘jeseen generally in deformed nuciei. Further

investigation on the validity of the present mapping will be reported

in a fortl:coming pap(r.

Parameters of boson quadruple operators are evaluated for
158G. ,,

Here, 6=0.25 was td m, and the pairing strength was chosen so tbaL

A--O,9MeV. The A ptiirwas calculat~vl from t-heNilsson+BCS. Following

L!leal)ov&’wdpping proccdurc , paranctcrs of OB in eq. (10) are calcu-

lated

In order to consLruct an s-d bosoii (or IBM) sysLeu], the g-boson is

elimiuatcd in t.hcnext step, and itricifccts arc taken into account by

rcnorm~lixution of s-d boson terms by the method of Ref. 5. Al:hough

L.hcrcnorm.jlization method has becu improved consic,cr;ll]lysince Rci-. 5

as di~cusscd in a &ubscquczIL section, essrntial properties iII Lilis

table Icmdtll uIlchclllgd. TIM: quadrupolr lield ~ is respt)nsible ioI” LII1’

5
admix~ure o!”the g-lIosoIl. Sincv Q is mapprd onto the one-body buson

field Q*])LIICrcu(~~walixaLiull CaII bc dune’ i-or cdch bfa ~4JII separately.

1..*4, ;;4U;;L.:. ‘“’Grd&, .W,h.-:: = d-b:>SC.:l is L’Gtij~!Cd %0 2 ~-bCZCFl by QB, ~~e ~:~),-:

I.msons behuvc ati sprt-tat.ors. This illdcpendenrc pro~)rrty simlllifirs

all]}rr(-inblythe rrn(]rmsl.izntion pr~](-c(~llrt’.
5)

-1-
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Parameters of the s-d boson quadruple operator are thus c.llcu-

Iated microscopically with the renormalization. The result of his

calculation should be compared to that obtained by phenomenolog:.cal

fitting IBM calculations. In table 2, these two results are shown in a

convention in which the boson quadruple operator is defined as

(llj

with ~=n (proton) or w (neutron) and ~% being a parameter, and the
.

boson proton-neutron QQ interaction is defined as -KQ: “Q: with the

strength K. The strength of the nucleon QQ interaction is taken from

Ref. 14. ‘i’heboson E2 operator is written as ~
(E2)

= #Q; + eyv with

the boson effective charge e~. The nucleon effective charges are as-

sumed to be l.?e for pzotons and 0.7e for neutrons. In table 2, a

reasonable agreement is s’ between the microscopically calculated

parameters and those obtained by fitting calculations. In table 2,

Unrcnormalized values of the parameters are also indicated to show

changes due to the renormalization.

These parameters are calculated also by the method of Ref. 10

(OAI), where the IBM parameters are determined by states JSN> and

@N-lD>. This method is useful ia and near spherical nuclei, while it

yields, in deformed regions, too large a value of K tindtoo small a

value of IxI compared to the result.s of phenomenological fitting.

Large lx! is cssentiai to obtai.1 rotational spectra. In fact, J~l=J7/2
15

is the SU(3) litnit. This discrepancy is now solved, by introducing

the new mapping where the Llocking f~om a cohcrcnt iincar combini ion

of S, D and G is included properly.

4. I?ELATION TO THE ANGULAJ{W4ENTUM I’IWJECTION

.

I shall in this sec~ion talk about the consistei]cy between the

fenaion-bosou uap~ling introduced above and the }lartret~-Fock-Bo3(JliulJov

(WB) + mngular mo~.cn~um projection calculation. The icrrnion intrinsic

wave can br writLc.1 in th~. IWB scheme as,

-8-
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(12)

The boson analogue of OF is written, in the mean field approximation,

as,

(13)

-#’where A is defined in eq. (1) and At is defined in q. (8). The

intrinsic wave function contains O‘$ 2+, 4+, etc. states of the ground

state rotational band. The probability to find spin I mcrnber in the

intrinsic state is calculated as,

x [(21+1)/2]-fd(cos $) d 1(8) <@xR(e) f$>

‘x = ---
00 (14)

<+ x ($x>

.
where doOL(0) denotes the d function, R(O) is exp(i6 Rv), X stands for

F (fermion) or B (boson), and the axially symmetric deformation is

assumed.

The rotated wave f’lnction n(0)@ is written as

with

and

(15)

(16)

(17)

-9-
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with

(18)

Using eqs. (15) and (17), PIFar,d PIB are expressed as,

F
[(21+1)/2] Jd(cos (3) d NTN>

‘I = ~O1(@<A K

<A NA~N>

(19)

and

~B [(21+1)/2] j’ d(COS 6) d 1(0) (A N KtN)
L

=

I 00 (20)

(AN A+N)

It is observeri that

<AN Kt>

fermion overlap in

~ <AK”I>N <AN

fcr Cl<< 1. Because of the eq’~ality,

<A Kt>= (AKf),

eq. (21) becomes

eq. (18) is approximated as

A*N> (21)

(22)

(23)

It. is thus shown that- PIF B.
is equal to PI lU the approximation of eq.

(21). I note that all O dependence of <A N t’NK > are included in (AK)N

in eq. (22), since <A ‘N> is O independent,‘A In other words, the

fermion intrinsic state and Lhc boson inLrinsic state have Lhe sanlc

strurLure. N ATN>Although the iermion norm <A . is quite different

from the boson norm (AN A+N ), this difference is not. relevant. to
F B

normalized quantities as P
1

and P
I“

The approximation in eq. (21)

-1o-
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indicates that orthogonality in the one pair space persists in multi-

pair space. This is a generalization of the independent pair property

discussed in the previous section.

The approximation of eq. (21) is examined numerically for a

deformed nucleus, as shown in table 3. The fermic’nwave function in

eqs. (1) and (12] was obtained by the HFB calculation with particle

number conservatio~. The intrinsic system has deformation parameter ~

0.25 and pairing gap ‘V 0.7 14eV. The boson intrinsic wave function

was obtained by eqs. (9) and (13). The probabilities PIF in eq. (19)
B

and P
I

in eq. (20) are compared in table 3. One finds an excellent

agreement, which suggests that the mapping in eq. (9) is indeed

appropriate for deformed nuclei.

We have similarly calculated matrix elements of the interaction

Qn QV. The corresponding boson matrix elements are calculated fol the

boson operator in eq. (10). Again, one finds good agreement in table 4

between fermion and boson calculations. We thus coaclude that the

mapping method introduced in the previous section reproduces the HFB +

angular momentum projection calculation.

5. RENORH!LIZATXON OF g-BOSON EFFECTS

I have so far discussed the fcrmion-boson mapping, in which

nucleon pairs of S, D, G, etc. are mspped onto boson:. s, d, g, etc.

One can simply neglect effects of bcsons of 6+, 8+, and higher.

Effects of g-bosons, howe~’er, have LO bc included. The g-boson is

mixed through the following term in the Q Q interaction,

where f is a coupling consta~lt$ and q
3

is introduced in eq. (10). This

interaction can bc rewritten as

-11-
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+ ’29 bekavesTherefore, if (Q#v )

the g boson

boson. For

~; . (Qniv)(2) ). (25)

like a quadruple boson, effects of
+ (2)

can be treated by including (Qngv) as a part of the “d”

this purpose? we introduce a unitary transformation,

A unitary tran~formation of the form U = ez ( Z i};axIoperator ) can be

written in general as

UXI.I-l = x+ [z, x]+#[z, [z,x 11+ . . . . . (27)

If one has relations,

[%, [z, li]]=-azx

and

[Z, lZ, [Z, XI II=-P2[Z, H

(28)

one obtains,

Uxu-’ =Xcosu + [ z, x] sill~{ . (30)
B

~31)

wncrc Z SL81A ILJI” ill u 10I u III q. (zbj. 111d,.rivillg (“q. (31) :sII(I

also ill l-he iollowing, wc iJ:;:;UJIil thiit Q
n

/Jll(i () in {1 I. ImImllt e wi t II IIly
v

-12-



operator. In other words, Qx and Qv iu eq. (26) are treated as if they

are c-numbers. Matrix elements of [ Q, X ] ( X = arbitrary operator )

should be much smaller than those of Q its=lf for low-lying collective

states, since the coherent property of Q should be lost in [ Q} X ].

This assumption is clearly related to the collectivity of states, and

also of Qx and Qv.

The double cormnutator is written as

(32)

A1’.hough K in eq. (32) runs from O to 4, the K=O coefficient is

largest-,snd the scalar product [Q Q](K=O) is enhanced in quadruple

collective stutes. It is, hence, a rea~onable approximaLi~n Lo retuiu

onl:ythe K=O term ix]eq. (32). Secondly, we replace the operat~r

[Q d’) wiLh its expect.ation value <[Q Q](o) > with respect to till

appropriate st-titc,for illtitancc,the intrinbic stat.c of the roLdLioual

band or the ground state. Eq. (32) then hecomcs



where < > stands for the expectation value of an appropriate state a~

discussed just above. In other words, effects of the K#O terms are

included in some averaged way. Deviation or fluctuation from the

approximation in eq. (34) can be included order by order in principle.

Based on the above prescription, all terms in Lhe origiaal boson

Hamiltonian are transformed. The mixing angle @v and $n in U can be

determined

angle will

of the RPA

constant.

the single

from amplitudes in Eq. (8) for deformed nuclei. The mixing

be determined in other regions by utilizing a boson analogue

approximation. It is expected that the angle stays rather

The major effect of the unitary transformation is found in

d boson energy. As already mcutined at Eq. (25), the
T (2)

unitary transformation treats (Qg ) as a part of the new d b~son.

Thus, the interaction in Eq. (25) is tr~nsformcd a. iIpart of the

single d boson energy. This actuiilly meaus ~n enormous reductiou of

the single d hoson energy. l’he reduction is expressed as

Qn. ‘T-(g”d” +(IU p2
V’v + (QnQn) fid

v
(xi)

-14-



unitary transformation indeed works well. In Fig. 1, there is the

tpectrum of another s-d boson Hamiltonian which was obtained by

dropping all g-boson terms in eq. (35]. This spectrum has a scale three

times larger than the other two, although the rotational sp’ctrum is

already seen. The comparison among these three spectra kmonstrates

the importance and usefulness of the unitary transformation. I note

that the present method is not a pertuxbation$ and that one can treat

considerably large admixture of g bosons. After the unitary

transformation, coupling between the new d boson and the ww g boson

becomes weak, and may be treated by perturbation, if one wished.

5. SUMMARY

1 summdrizc this talk by mentioning the following two points.

(i) MaLrix elements of operators in many nucleon collective states can

be related L.oMatrix elements of these operators in few nucleon states

with an overall reducLion due to blocking effcctb. Thiti leads us to 4

simple fcrwion-boson mapping, ov(:u for deformed uuclvi witA wany valence

Auclcolls.

(ii) The gbosou, which arises as a resultol Liui f~:ruiol:-

busou mdppillg, riau bc climiuatud by a unitury L.ranslormutitin from d

coinbiutitiou of d ~nd g bosonh int-o M ncw d LJobuu.

With this mapping prinuiplc and rcno~m;?lizatiou techniqlic, 1 lUN

JIwniltolliau c~n be derived from a frrmion Hwnillonian.

_l~.
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Table 1. Comparison between exact ●nd boson quadruple matrix elements

(fm2) related to the D2 pair for (a) the 16 neutron system in

the N=82-126 shell with 5=0.3 and A=O.8 HeV and for (b) the

16 proton system in the Z= 50-82 shell with 6=0.2.5and A=O.9

MeV. in =Q <ANIQOIAN> (=(ANIQ~lAN)) is also shown.

N-1
<D A

2

case Q exact
in

(a) 179 150

(b) 108 88

N-l N-1
QIDA > <D A IQ21AN>
02 2

boson exact “.boson

150 12 9

91 ~/+ 13

]),1 I“iiInL’LL’I nli~lu. (unr.) iltting UAI

K (t!ev) 0.094 ((;.12) 0. ()/ ,.. ~.~() ~.~1)

x -() . };b (-Ll.80) -0.8 ,.. -().()
1[

0.04

x“ -1.1[{ (-1.()’!) -1.1 ‘--1.2 -().s’1

+r. {IIIJ) 1? .() (10.()) 1;, “ 14 14.”]

+“ tm~) 10.O (().:) 12 - 14 i{.4

-- .. .. . . ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . —. - . .

-l/-



Table 3 Probabilities of spin-I members in the intrinsic state

I fermion (PIF) boson (PIB)

0+ 3.44 % 3.46 x

2+ 15.44 .5.58

4’ 21.63 21.93

6+ 21.20 21.57

9+ 16.51 16.74

10+ 10:75 10.71

12+ 6.o1 5.78

—— — ——— .—— .—..-—..——-.—————

Table 4 140t.rix clmncnts oi’ t-he i:ltcrucLion f (QnQv)

1 fcrmion

0+ 14.!)9 M’V

2+” 14.99

4< 14.99

6“+ 14.90

8+ 14.9(,

10+ 14.92

—.————..—. . . . .--— .. . . —.—..——.. -

bosoll

15.0!) llL!V

15.05

15.():)

1::.04

1~.()~

14.91

— —. .— . .-,... —

-1{!
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8+

6+

4+
q+L
0+

(a) (b) (c)


